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Round Grove Basin

WHAT?
- Identified structural deficiencies in the sanitary sewer system.
- Developed rehabilitation recommendations.

WHY?
- Reduce risk and frequency of sanitary overflows and basement backups.
- Rehabilitate the aging sewer system.
- Meet regulatory requirements as part of the Overflow Control Program.

WHEN?
- Completed June 2013

WHO?
- Kansas City Water Services assisted by Wade & Associates (Design Professional) and Havens Construction (Contractor).

IMPROVEMENTS?
- Sewers repaired and rehabilitated, manholes rehabilitated, and service line connections rehabilitated.

WHAT TO EXPECT?
- Field crews may be seen on occasion performing monitoring and maintenance activities.

WHERE?
The project area boundaries:
- Northern boundary - Blue Ridge Boulevard
- Southern boundary - 59th Street
- Eastern boundary - Blue Ridge Boulevard
- Western boundary - Manchester Trafficway

QUESTIONS?
Specific questions about this project can be directed to:
- Sally Deschamps, KC Water Services, 816-513-0321, or sally.deschamps@kcmo.org
- Karine Papikian, KC Water Services, 816-513-0300, or karine.papikian@kcmo.org